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Üstel calls for unity and solidarity for Coronavirus outbreak
The Minister of Tourism and
Environment Ünal Üstel, together
with the whole world, calls for
unity and solidarity in our country
regarding the Coronavirus
epidemic, which is threatening
health, “in order for the radical and
aggressive measures we have taken
as the Government, to be effective
by taking care of the public health,
it is essential that everyone
cooperates.”

Minister Üstel said, “In addition to
the struggle that our healthcare
professionals are facing with a
devoted and superhuman effort,
you and our government, have
important responsibilities in order
for the measures we have taken for
care of public health to be
successful. It is very important for
both you and your loved ones to
survive and be healthy, without
compromising the fact that this
responsibility is vital".

Underlining that the most needed
process in this period is unity and

togetherness and responsible
behaviour, Minister Üstel stated
that it is inevitable that the
measures taken by keeping the
health of the society in the
foreground, and also the economic
problems, will be achieved.

Ünal Üstel stated that nearly 3,200
tourists in the country for winter
tourism come from Germany, and
reminded that the Ministry of
Health intervened at the hotel
where the tourists stayed, after a
tourist from the German party
tested positive.

Noting that the right measures
have been taken and that the
Minister of Health, Ali Pilli, has
contributed with the devoted work
he has displayed with his team,
Üstel said that most of the
quarantined tourists will be sent to
their country today (25th March).

Minister Üstel pointed out that the
German tourist group, where the
coronavirus incident was first
discovered in the TRNC, have
started to return to their country in
good health, with the flights today,

“As the state of TRNC, tourists
who chose our country were
accommodated well and every
effort has been made for them to
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return home in good health.
Along with the world, our country
will eradicate this epidemic in a
short time and return to normal.
We will look forward to
welcoming back to our country in
the future our guests, who
returned to their homes with good
health.”

Minister Üstel said, “I would like
to thank the Salamis Hotel, the
managers of our other hotels,
employees, the health personnel
serving in these hotels, the police,
civil defense teams and the
Ministry of Tourism staff for their
valuable efforts in this
extraordinary process.”

Minister Üstel stated that they
will overcome these days with
difficult and serious risks in a
short time and believes that the
global epidemic will end in a
short time all over the world,

“Our government is now united.
All the attention and struggle of
our government is for the
protection of public health. All

the measures we take and will
continue to take are to protect
public health.

It is not the time of politics, it is
now the time of unity and
togetherness. Our people's
compliance with our struggle,
which we have carried out by
presenting an exemplary scientific
and medical process, plays a very
important role in achieving and
being effective”.

At the end of his statement,
Minister Üstel thanked all
healthcare professionals, members
of the police, the Civil Defence
Organisation, the TRNC people
who supported the fight in a
sensitive manner in respect of the
measures taken, and the sensitive
business people who contributed
materially and spiritually to the
process with their valuable
support.

Source (Turkish);
Ministry of Tourism and
Environment
25 March 2020
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TRNC will have a Partial Curfew from Midnight 22nd March

We have noted and are sharing this
posting from the TRNC Deputy
Prime Ministry and Ministry of
Foreign Affairs website click here

LAW ON CURFEW
(Chapter 156)
Decree Under Article 2
DECREE ON PARTIAL
CURFEW

By virtue of the authority granted to
it by Article 2 of the Curfew Law
(Chapter 156), the Council of
Ministers of the Turkish Republic
of Northern Cyprus, with a view to
preventing the spread of the
Coronavirus (COVID-19), declares
the enforcement of a partial curfew
for a period of 14 days commencing
at 00:00 on 23 March 2020, with

the exceptions mentioned below:

Within the framework of the
decisions taken by the Council of
Ministers on measures regarding
the Coronavirus (COVID-19), all
individuals, with the exception of
private sector personnel who are
permitted to work towards
addressing basic needs as well as
public sector personnel who
provide crucial services (police, fire
department, municipalities, civil
defence, district offices etc.), will
be subject to the partial curfew.

All individuals who do not fall
under the category of exempt
persons mentioned in Paragraph 1,
may only leave their residences to
seek goods and services provided

Minister Ali Pilli "Everybody stay at home and help us"
Health Minister Ali Pilli, appealing
to the public, asked everyone to
stay at home and not go outside.

Stating that if the public does not
go out on the streets, the work of
the Ministry of Health will be
easier and there will be no increase
in the number of cases, Pilli said:

“ Let everyone stay at home and
help us. We want to stop this
epidemic at this level.”

Minister Pilli said that they have
taken the necessary measures and
will continue to take them.

“ Call 1102 if you have a fever,
cough, trouble breathing or all.
Call 1102 if you have been abroad
in the last 14 days, if someone
from your home has come from
abroad, if one of your relatives has
been hospitalised, if one of your
relatives has been diagnosed with

by those private and public
personnel who are permitted to
work as stated in Paragraph 1, and
must return to their residences as
soon as their needs have been met.
They shall not leave their premises
for any other purpose.

In line with the legislation in
force, criminal prosecution will be

carried out against those who
violate the partial curfew.

Source :
TRNC Deputy Prime Ministry
and Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Posted 22nd March 2020

https://mfa.gov.ct.tr/decree-on-partial-curfew/

Covid-19 and has been in close
contact with others. We are with
you.”

Regarding the student who came
from England and kept under
surveillance in the quarantine
centre due to high fever, Minister
Pilli said that all the examinations
of the student had been carried out
and the result was negative. Pilli
stated that the student is
continuing his treatment under
follow-up and there is no problem.

Noting that there is no problem
with the kits, Pilli said that the
tests conducted in the country are
reliable and the staff are
experienced, Turkey has stated it
will keep in touch with the TRNC
Ministry of Health to exchange
information.

“We want to confine the virus
where it is located. So stay at
home” said Pilli, adding that even
if there are a few cases in the
country, this number will double if
you leave the house.

Minister Pilli said, “If you help us,
we will overcome this. If we fight,
we will prevent the epidemic. This
is a holistic thing. Let's leave
politics to one side and help
healthcare workers. There has
been information pollution and
those responsible will be
accountable through the law in the
future.”

Source (Turkish) :

Ministry of Health

posted 22 March 2020
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14-day quarantine for 336 TRNC students brought back from UK
With regard to the Coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic, 336
TRNC citizens, who were studying
in the UK which is at the top of the
risky countries, were brought back
to the TRNC with the coordination
of the Ministry of Public Works
and Transportation and placed in
various dormitories and hotels for
a 14-day quarantine period.

The students travelled in two
charter flights under the one-to-
one management of Public Works
and Transport Minister Tolga
Atakan, the first at 02:05 and the
second at 17:00 in groups of 168
on each flight and on arrival they
were transferred to the quarantine
centres.

LOCAL NEWS

Apart from the students who were
hospitalised due to high fever, the
health status of all students is
good, and efforts are continuing to
meet their needs.

We would like to thank the Ercan
Police Station team, the Ministry
of Health units, Istanbul Handling
and T&T Ercan Airport, as well as
Kar-İş, who have contributed to
our students' return to their country
and all of their efforts to achieve
this.

Source (Turkish):
Ministry Of Public Works and
Transportation
Posted 21 March 2020

Readers mail...
From John Aziz Kent..

We all hope the stranded British
Tourists let down by EasyJet will
be able to convince the British
Government to find a quick
solution for their safe return to the
UK because I think this is more
than the fault of EasyJet.

I suspect it is because all flights in
or out of Cyprus from both sides
have been stopped by the
authorities because of the
Coronavirus Pandemic but even so
the TRNC must be congratulated
for having sent most Tourists back
to Germany and other countries by
chartering aircraft and getting
nearly everyone out from ERCAN
airport.

Grandfather of TRNC Tourism speaks about cancelled UK flights
Hopefully with the help of the UK
Government maybe they can
repeat the same operation as the
TRNC is very willing to help all
British Tourists and residents of
Northern Cyprus and also our
organisation KITOB will do
everything to help as well.

Wishing you all the very best for
your safe return from Cyprus to
your homes in the UK and
CyprusScene for publishing
details of your problems.

Yours sincerely,

John Aziz Kent.

Honorary President of the
Turkish Cypriots Hoteliers
Association

Editor's note:

For those people who are wanting
to return from the UK to the
TRNC or they want to go to the

UK from the TRNC, please go to
Facebook page "TRNC Residents
trying to get home" on the link
shown below and register your
details as directed.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/855953861515372/

https://www.facebook.com/groups/855953861515372/
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Üstel: “Our people must comply with the precautions taken”
The 3 German tourists, who tested
positive and received treatment are
discharged

Tourism and Environment Minister
Ünal Üstel made a statement about
the measures taken by the
Government regarding the
Coronavirus outbreak and the
quarantine conditions of both the
German tourists and the TRNC
citizens also under quarantine.

In his statement, Minister Üstel
said, “ Our government has taken
aggressive and radical measures
regarding the Coronavirus
outbreak that has become a global
pandemic and threatens our
country as well as the world. It is
determined to evaluate these
measures taken by our Council of
Ministers at any time and take
further measures when necessary.

The measures we have taken as a
government to protect the public
health are as recommended by the
World Health Organisation.
However, in order for these
measures to have positive results,
it is essential that our people act in
accordance with these measures.
In this context, it is very important
for our people to act appropriately,
without panic, and in accordance
with the measures taken.

Our government as a whole, with
the information of our Minister of
Health, Ali Pilli, is constantly
following the developments,
constantly discussing the new
measures to be taken and
underlining once again that all
these measures are taken to
safeguard public health.

International and non-TRNC
citizens are prohibited from
entering the TRNC as a result of
the effective and radical measures
taken by our government.

I would like to state that TRNC
citizens coming to the country are
also subject to a 14-day
surveillance and will need to
comply with the measures which
have been implemented. "

Minister Üstel said, “ Thanks to the
devoted and careful services of all
our healthcare professionals,
especially our Ministry of Health,
in respect of Coronavirus (COVID-
19), the 3 German tourists, who
tested positive and received
treatment at Burhan Nalbantoğlu
State Hospital, were discharged on
20th March after being tested and
found COVID-19 negative.

The German citizens who have
been discharged will be hosted at
the Salamis Hotel until the day
they are sent back to their
country”.

Stating that the German tourists at
Salamis Hotel who were also kept
in isolation in accordance with the
quarantine conditions, Minister
Üstel stated that they would be sent
back to their country on Tuesday
24 March.

Minister Üstel said: “ As a
government, we are determined to
take more effective measures if
necessary”.

In his written statement, Tourism
and Environment Minister Ünal
Üstel expressed his heartfelt
congratulations to all healthcare
workers who have worked
ceaselessly, and called for the
continued applause of gratitude for
healthcare workers which was
launched yesterday evening (20th
March).

Minister Üstel, “ With regard to
the global Coronavirus pandemic
we are experiencing, as always we
have received the support of
Motherland Turkey and we are
surviving by complying with the
measures which have been put in
place.” He underlined that
everyone should stay in their
homes and not leave unless
absolutely necessary. "

Source (Turkish)
Ministry of Tourism and
Environment
Posted 21 March 2020
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Ministry of Health announcement about Coronavirus
The Minister of Health and his
entire team are working together
and all necessary precautions
regarding Coronavirus have been
taken and will continue to be
taken.

There is hearsay and comments
which are creating chaos and panic
for the public, especially on social
media, which are not based on
correct information. Such negative
actions demoralise and create
unnecessary information pollution.

However, we would like to share
with the public that we will be
monitoring all statements that are
not based on reality, which will
negatively affect public health and
morale, and that legal action will
be taken.

Regarding the process, the
Ministry of Health continues to
provide official information to the
public regularly. It is kindly
requested not to accept any other
explanations.

We once again state that our
priority is the health of our people,
and we invite everyone to take
care and use common sense.

Source : (Turkish):
Ministry of Health
Posted: Mar 20, 2020

Minister of Public Works and
Transport Tolga Atakan issued a
thank you message to the health
and safety teams and staff in the
departments of the ministry in this
troubled period of the country. The
message of Minister Atakan is as
follows:

“As a country, we are going
through a difficult and
troublesome process. We will
overcome this process together,
collectively, by protecting each
other.

Health Minister Dr Ali Pilli
explained that the treatment of the
first 3 patients diagnosed as
positive and under quarantine has
been completed, and the results of
the people who survived the
disease have been shown as
negative after 2 tests.

Minister Pilli said that the 3 people
whose treatment has been
completed will be discharged.

Source (Turkish):
Ministry of Health
Posted 21 March 2020

Minister Atakan thanks the Staff on Duty

Pilli, 3 people treated for Coronavirus will be discharged

While some measures have been
taken by our government in order
to prevent the spread of the global
Covid-19 outbreak in TRNC, our
citizens have taken maximum care
not to leave their homes following
the recommendations, and social
events and gatherings have
stopped temporarily in the public
and private sectors.

I extend my sincere thanks for the
continuation of essential services
- the Civil Aviation Department
(SHD) Air Traffic Branch
Supervisor, Communication
Supervisor, Operations Supervisor,
Technical Affairs Branch
Supervisor and Fire Department
Supervisor, Meteorology
Department, Telecommunication
Department, Ports Department,

Famagusta Port Authority, Girne
Port Authority and Port Workers
Company and their staff, as well as
Kar-İş, which provides
transportation support in this
process.

Thanks to their devoted efforts,
our people will survive this
situation with minimal
disruption.”

Tolga Atakan

Minister of Public Works and
Transportation

Source (Turkish):
Ministry of Public Works and
Transportation
Posted 20 March 2020
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Thinking about health while in quarantine

practices about the way the health
of human beings has been dealt
with the world over.

What is the reason that the 60 plus
are too weak? I do not accept that
the age factor only can make
people so much weaker as we find
now.

As I have written frequently, it is
the medical system of present
times that makes people weak and
insecure. Nature has provided us
with a wonderful immune system.
All that we need to do is to keep it
working. We have to keep it active
and in good form, so that it can
defend us against all invasions
attacking from outside.

I believe that the present medical
system has made people more
dependent on medicines, which in
turn reduces the strength of our
immune system. Unfortunately,
these medicines apparently appear
to be cleaning some sickness or
weakness from our bodies, but we
never realise how much our
immune system has suffered due to
the constant use of these
medicines.

Most of the older age people
presently are addicted to a number
of medicines, they believe that they
will die without their constant use.
But they are dying now too, after
these medicines. The main reason
is that it is those older age people
whose immune system is weak are

succumbing to the Coronavirus.

All that we needed was a natural
way of keeping our immune
system strong. Unfortunately, most
of us do not do that. We prefer to
use medicines instead of using
daily natural ways to keep our
immune system going.

However, I believe that the present
days are going to make us believe
the mistakes they made. Staying
inside houses is not something
easy, but this is what we are bound
to do because we are not left with
any other option.

So this is the time for everyone to
think about how he/she is going to
work to improve their immune
systems. Staying inside the house
is also going to bring too many
medical complications among
people. Most of us will be gaining
weight, which in turn will lead to
many more medical problems.
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However, we can also use this
confinement period to start
physical exercises, walking inside
our houses, rooms, balconies etc.
This is what we must start now
before it is too late.

There are people, who are trying to
make the best use of this time. A
person in China has covered a
distance of over 42 kilometres,
running inside his home. Another
fellow in France also finished a
marathon running on his balcony.
These are just two examples, but I
am sure there are many more
people world over who are running
and walking inside their houses
just because they want to
strengthen their immune systems.

Let the whole world start thinking
about it, and once out of this
period of quarantine, the
governments could make health
policies that would motivate
people to walk and run.

By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....

With the Coronavirus taking
control of everything, almost
everywhere, it seems that our lives
are passing through a phase which
we had never experienced before.
Wars are what usually change
things, but perhaps it is the first
time that this virus is going to
change so much in this world.

What we all now know is that not
everything is as proper and correct
as we consider them until now.

As we all are going through a
tough period, mostly locked inside
our homes, we all have sufficient
time to think about so many topics,
which we usually do not consider
important.

One of these topics is our health.
This is what we all are now
thinking about very seriously.
Honestly speaking, people of my
age and above are very seriously
thinking about their health and
their future, as we understand that
the 60 plus age is now the most
risky group, which is prone to
succumb to the virus.

I personally feel that we all must
now be thinking as to what was
wrong in our prevailing medical
systems that leave the senior
systems so uncovered and
undefended against the present
threat. Those who matter must
think to re-assess their theories and
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KAR - News Update

ANIMALWELFARE

As you know, we don't have a mains water supply at the centre,
so we have to purchase tanker water. We average 4 deliveries a week
at 300TL (£40) per delivery. So that is 1200TL (£160) PER
WEEK on water. Please consider buying us a water delivery at £40.

Donate via our website. Please don't forget us. We need you now
more than ever.
https://www.kartrnc.org/how-can-i-help-kar/donate/

A Country pulling together.

8 x 15kg bags of dog food, donated by the Civil Defence
Organisation.

Thank you for your kind donation, at this time of crisis

Processionary Caterpillars are making an appearance - they are
EXTREMELY dangerous for your pets so please keep a look out for
them and keep your pets well away.

It's late, but here is our special boy, looking for sponsorship. (the
visiting part is not applicable), but he needs your support. Help
us to help him and his buddies.
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KAR - News Update

Please don't forget us. We need you.

https://www.kartrnc.org/how-can-i-help-kar/donate/

As the world enters a crisis phase, we are reaching out and asking for
help, lots of help. We have over 300 vulnerable dogs and cats at the
centre needing:

Food
Medicine
Water (we have no mains water, it has to be purchased via tanker)

We are now completely reliant on donations from you all. All our
shops and market stalls are closed, our fundraising events,
suspended.

Please, please help us to maintain care for them all. You can pay
directly into our bank, via the donate button on our website.

You can sponsor one or more of our dogs or cats for £10 per month.
(email the office for the sponsorship form - kartrnc@gmail.com).

Please don't forget us.
https://www.kartrnc.org/how-can-i-help-kar/donate/

HELP please HELP. It is difficult times for everyone here in the
TRNC (and across the world) but please if you are in the
supermarket could you buy a (or more!!) can of dog/cat food, or a
bag or dry cat/dog food, or a bag of rice or pasta. You can then pop
it into one of our food collection boxes and we will be able to
collect it and take it to the centre to help feed the cats and dogs.

Our food collection boxes are at
the following supermarkets :

Ileli Supermarket - Alsancak
Sokmar Supermarket - Girne
Lemar Supermarket - Karakum
Erdener Supermarket - Ozankoy
Supreme Supermarket - Catalkoy
Tempo Supermarket - Catalkoy.

Please everyone Keep Safe and
Carry on Supporting KAR.
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Emergency support from Capital Insurance
By Trevor Hughes....

Due to the ongoing COVID-19
virus, a pandemic affecting all
countries worldwide, and based on
the decision enforced by the
Council of Ministers, Capital
Insurance will be closed to the
public until April 6th, 2020.

During this period;-

Capital Insurance is providing an
“On-Call” support service for any
emergencies that may arise.

Any claims, as a result of

LOCAL NEWS

collisions, fire, theft, storm and
similar incidents, can be reported
to Trevor on +90 533 825 67 53.

Any Capital Insurance policy that
has expired, or is due to expire
between 16th March- 6th April,
2020, will be automatically
renewed. If you request to process
a new policy, you may do so by
contacting +90 533 820 9800.

Please note that if you are stopped
by a Traffic Control Officer, and
do not have your policy with you,
the officer will be able to access
the SBM system (Insurance

KADS Auditions and Spring production, Cancelled
Readers mail...
Kyrenia Amateur Dramatic
Society..

Please note that the Chairman and
Secretary have reluctantly decided
that, in the light of the ongoing
Coronavirus restrictions and
outlook, there is no option but to
cancel the proposed KADS
auditions that were to be held at
the Black Olive Cafe, Alsancak on
1st April and to postpone the

Spring production in May to a
future date, to be decided.

Hopefully, it will still be possible
to proceed with the radio play in
the summer.

Information Centre) and confirm
that your policy has been issued.

All breakdown assistance services
will continue to be in service. If
you are in need of this service,
please contact our Emergency
Support Line on +90 533 824
4400.

For more information please
request by email :

trevorhughes329@gmail.com

Readers mail.....
From Charlie Bell....

Dear Chris,

Wouldn't it be advisable for
everyone to report to their local
chemist in week 3 of the Isolation
Control where the pharmacist

could check each customer's
temperature and provide a one
page document declaring that the
said person has a clean bill of
health?
This, in turn, would allow the
government to get a more accurate
picture of the current state of
affairs in regards to the virus.

Anyone proving positive could
then be placed in isolation and be
monitored as such.

Given that we've been in isolation

since 1974, I somewhat think we
are probably living in the safest
place in the world.

The same practice should be done
at border crossings and Ercan
departure lounge before people
enter the aircraft and likewise, for
incoming passengers they should
be checked by cabin crew in the
airport from which they seek
entry.

Yours sincerely
Charlie Bell

Isolated in TRNC since 1974 but not from Coronavirus
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Erdener Supermarket, Ozankoy, emergency home delivery service
By Margaret Sheard ....

With our advancing years, both
Chris and I feel very vulnerable to
the risks involved with the
Coronavirus (COVID-19)
pandemic, even with the very strict
measures implemented by the
TRNC Government, where we are
currently on partial curfew.

We had intended to do some
shopping on Monday 23rd March
but as this was the first day of the
partial curfew we were not sure
what we would find in our local
supermarkets. Having seen a
posting that Erdener Supermarket
in Ozankoy were offering a home
delivery service, we decided this
was the more sensible option and
so on Tuesday morning we sent
our order via Whatsapp at 11.15am
and we received a call from
Erdener in respect one or two
items not available and suggesting
alternatives. The order was
delivered in the afternoon at about
3pm. We cannot praise Erdener
enough for their excellent service
during these very unfortunate
times.

Our order arrived and we were
pleased to see the two delivery
boys wearing masks and gloves
and carrying a huge box with our
ordered goods which were also in
plastic bags. Apart from 2 items on
our list which were not available,
we received everything we had
ordered, with a similar substitute
in respect of one of the items.

Apart from bread and fresh fruit
and vegetables we are in a position
that we will be able to cope for a
number of weeks for meals, albeit
towards the end of this period it
will probably be a bit of a
mismatch!

Orders must be placed between
8am and 12 noon daily by using
Erdener Whatsapp line 0533 838
9888 and deliveries are made
between 2pm and 5pm on the same
day. Minimum order value is
250TL. The service is currently
valid between 17th and 27th
March. In the event of an
extension this information will be
made available by Erdener.
Please visit Erdener Facebook

page for more information by
clicking here

When I first moved into my home
in Ozankoy 16 years ago, I
remember Erdener as very small
supermarket at the front of the area
where their current store stands,
now occupied by Eziç Point.
Erdener was a very friendly family
run business, which some years
later became a much larger
supermarket, still very friendly and
with a much wider range of
goods. A few years ago Erdener
opened their super-store market
which lies back from the original
site, it is a very large supermarket
now but still with the same
friendly atmosphere.

Well done Erdener, you have
always looked after your
customers, and continue to do so.

On a more serious note, I feel that
for an unrecognised country (with
the exception of Turkey) the
TRNC Government should be
congratulated for implementing
measures to protect the community
as soon as it was aware of the
Coronavirus pandemic, and even
now we have partial curfew to try
and stamp out this virus. There are
some that resent the curfew and
even some who still are not
complying with the rules, but I
know where I would rather be at
this moment in time, at home in
the TRNC. Stay home and stay
safe.

** Breaking News : Erdener Supermarket have confirmed they will extend their
home delivery service until Saturday 4th April.
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POETS CORNER

Poets Corner

Poem by Nick Vye - Sanctuary

ISOLATION
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Üstel: “German tourists returning to their country - 24th March”
We have received from the
Ministry of Tourism and
Environment a statement made by
Minister Ünal Üstel on the ADA
TV programme which we are
sharing as information for our
readers.

Source (Turkish) :
Ministry of Tourism and
Environment –
posted 23 March 2020

Tourism and Environment Minister
Ünal Üstel participated in the
Günaydın Ada program broadcast
on Ada TV presented by Haluk
Doğandar, and made important
statements regarding the
Coronavirus outbreak.

Minister Üstel stated that it is very
important for citizens to act very
carefully and cautiously in respect
of the Coronavirus (COVID-19)
which is threatening the whole
world with a global pandemic.

“ Keeping the immune system
strong, strictly following the
hygiene rules, minimizing
socialisation is the most basic
method of protection. The partial
curfew that was implemented as a
government and started in the
early hours of the morning of 23rd
March was taken to protect public
health. It is compulsory for all our
people to comply with it," said
Minister Üstel, underlining that the
people should comply with these
measures to allow the government
to take precautions in order to
achieve positive results.

The Minister of Tourism and
Environment, Ünal Üstel, stated
that the German tourist group
where the first Coronavirus case
was found in our country, have
completed their quarantine period
in accordance with the quarantine

standards set by the World Health
Organisation and will be sent back
to their countries starting from
07:00 on Tuesday, 24 March.

Underlining that Germany is a very
important destination for TRNC
tourism, Minister Üstel stated that
the comments regarding the
treatment of the German tourists
during the 14-day quarantine
periods, especially, on social
media, were not humane.

Minister Üstel remarked:
“Although the world does not
recognise the TRNC, we are a
State. We are a state governed with
a democratic, social, legal, and
human-oriented structure.
However, the economic core sector
of our state is tourism.

With this understanding, those who
choose to visit the TRNC are
guests in our country and are
under the protection and
responsibility of the TRNC State.
The German tourist group, which
has been under observation for 14
days in Salamis Hotel, will be sent
back to their country in good
health starting from Tuesday, 24th
March.”

Minister Üstel thanked the 80
healthcare workers, Salamis Hotel
Management and the police
officers who strictly followed the
security measures during the
quarantine, for the health care
controls of the German tourist
group, which was kept under
observation for 14 days in Salamis
Hotel.

The Minister stated that healthcare
workers who are fighting the
pandemic, which is threatening the
world, are struggling with human
life in an exemplary manner, at the
same time organising health

services without any disruption
and especially with a courageous
effort. He underlined that we owe
gratitude to the Minister of Health,
Ali Pilli, who contributed greatly
to the determination of the
measures to be taken as a State in
the light of the information
received.

Minister of Tourism and
Environment Ünal Üstel pointed
out that all of the measures taken
as a government were taken with a
view to public health, saying:

“ It is compulsory for everyone to
comply with the partial curfew we
have implemented as a
government, which became
effective in the early morning
hours of Monday 23rd March. It
should not be forgotten that these
measures are essential for our own
health and for the health of our
loved ones.”

Minister Üstel underlined that we
are in an extraordinary period of
time, where unity and solidarity,
not politics, should be the priority,

"The only way to defeat this global
threat is to fight in unity and
solidarity. Putting aside the

political and economic interests, it
is the humanitarian duty of each
citizen to implement measures that
will protect the health of society as
a whole.”

" Once again the Motherland
Republic of Turkey is the only
state which has been with us at all
times, under all circumstances,
and we give our gratitude and
thanks," said Minister Üstel, “the
Republic of Turkey officials are in
constant communication with the
TRNC government officials,
regarding medical supplies, as
well as being with us in respect of
financial support.”

At the end of his speech the
Tourism and Environment
Minister Ünal Üstel repeated his
call to the citizens to stay at home.
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Isolation Challenge with TRNC Quiz Masters 2nd online Quiz
In response to the article we
published with entertainer Andy
Reay (see link below) on the
subject of what do you do during
Self Isolation, we have started to
receive messages from many
happy people as you will see.

For those readers who would also
like to share their experiences
please email on the link shown
below and we will try to publish
them on our website and in our
weekly online e-newspaper. Let's
try to make the world happy again
by sharing good news.

For those people who are wanting
to return from the UK to the
TRNC or go from the TRNC to
the UK please go to Facebook
page "TRNC Residents trying to
get home" (see link below) and
register your details as directed.

Readers Mail...
Susie and Martin - The Quiz
Masters

Susie’s 2nd Live Online Quiz :
26th March 2020

2 quizzes were done this time as so
much interest after the first one!
The first was at 5pm and the
second at 7pm, both with the same
questions and music.

I can only invite 7 teams at one
time to be able to do this via
messenger / facebook online.

The teams were :

Dixies Chicks
The Lemon Lovers,
Don’t mention the War
Flippers
Clappers ahoy

Bell Bottoms
Reays of Sunshine
Anglo Swedes
Fridge Raiders
Locked Up
Gin’ll fix it
Sherbet Lemons
Butch and Sundance

The teams joined us from :

Germany, Sweden, UK and TRNC.

WINNERS –
Joint 1st - Fridge Raiders, Butch
and Sundance, Bell Bottoms - 32
Points
2nd - Sherbet Lemons - 30
Points
Joint 3rd - Gin’ll Fix It, Dixies
Chicks, Don’t Mention The War
- 29 Points
4th - Flippers - 27 Points
5th - Locked Up - 26 Points

Joint 6th - Anglo-Swedes, The
Lemon Lovers, Reays Of Sunshine
- 25 Points
Lemon Loser - Clappers Ahoy
- 16 Points
Plus 11 Shut Ya Gobs!!

So lovely to be able to have a get
together under such hard times,
seeing smiles, talking, having a
drink and laughing!! Thank you
ALL so much for joining us.

Please do remember, I can only
take 14 teams, 1st come 1st
served!!

Love You All Quizzers

Susie ’n’ Mart xxxx

Andy Reay article - https://cyprusscene.com/2020/03/16/what-do-we-do-with-ourselves-during-self-isolation-in-the-trnc/
CyprusScene Email : kyreniacommentator@cyprusscene.com
TRNC residents trying to get home - https://www.facebook.com/groups/855953861515372/

https://cyprusscene.com/2020/03/16/what-do-we-do-with-ourselves-during-self-isolation-in-the-trnc/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/855953861515372/
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By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....

The Health Research Centre of Near
East University has started taking
practical steps to meet the demand for
equipment and devices needed to
fight the COVID-19 pandemic.

According to the information issued
by the Near East University (NEU)
the “face shield” designed by the
engineers of the NEU3D Laboratory
have started to be produced after
physician verification, as part of the
protection of the health personnel in
the front line in the fight against the
pandemic.

The biggest difference of the face
shield which will be used for

individual protection is that this
protective equipment, which has
started to be produced, can be achieved
50% faster than its counterparts in the
production process and that it provides
material savings.

Near East University Chairman of the
Board of Trustees Prof. Dr. İrfan Suat
Günsel pointed out the importance of
fighting against the COVID-19
epidemic, which seriously threatens all
humanity, and stated that the safety of
the health personnel, the pioneers of
this struggle, should be best protected.

Prof. Dr. İrfan Suat Günsel said, “Near
East University DESAM Institute and
NEU3D Laboratory researchers and
Günsel Automotive engineers have

started to produce some of the
equipment needed in the field of
health.

They are also studying the equipment
that can be produced to eliminate the
supply problems of other equipment

By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....

Anatoliy Drozdov of Kazakhstan is
perhaps the first artist who took the
Coronavirus (COVID-19) as the
subject of his latest paintings. He
expressed his views and feelings
about this lethal virus, on some of his
canvases, which he produced
specially for the Cyprus Museum of
Modern Arts.

According to the information
provided by the Near East University,

Kazakh artist Anatoliy Drozdov tried
to express his feelings by reflecting
the Coronavirus (COVID-19) which
has spread across the world, to
canvas.

The artist Drozdov stated that he
could not stand by without doing
anything due to the epidemic of the
COVID-19 that surrounds the world,
and thus tried to create awareness and
expressed his feelings on canvas.

Drozdov underlined that we should

be sensitive to the calls of the rulers
of the country in this process, and

Anatoliy Drozdov depicted COVID-19 on canvas
said that we should stay at home to
stay healthy.

that may be needed. In our fight
against the COVID-19 epidemic,
which is a serious health problem and
declared as a pandemic by the World
Health Organisation, we have
mobilised all our opportunities. We
will overcome this pandemic
together.”

By Ahmet Abdulaziz....

The Eastern Mediterranean University
(EMU) has started a campaign to
provide 2,700 packages of food which
will be delivered to students who are

away from their countries and reside
in dormitories within the EMU
campus.

Each box contains 1,000 gr of bulgur,
3 packs of macaroni, 1 can of fish of

500 gr, 1 can of red beans of 500 gr, 1
liter of oil, 1 tomato paste, 4 packs of
instant soup, 1 pack of margarine, 1
pack of tea bags, 1 liter of milk and
fruit juice, 1 pack of hazelnut paste
and 1 kg of sugar. At the same time
different unions attached to the EMU
- provided cleaning and hygiene
materials to students staying in the
dormitories.

In addition to the financial
contribution, a group of volunteers
from EMU is providing coordination
for the distribution of cleaning and

EMU supports students by supplying them with food parcels
food supplies donated to students by
EMU-COOP, EMU Canteens-
Cafeterias Association and business
people both in and out of the campus.

The volunteer team consists of
approximately 15 people, including
EMU's academic, administrative staff
and students.
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Isolation Challenge - Carole and Richard Gwinnett stuck in UK
In response to the article we
published with entertainer Andy
Reay (see link below) on the
subject of what do you do during
Self Isolation, we have started to
receive messages from many happy
people as you will see.

We have another difficult case of
Carole and Richard Gwinnett who
are stuck in the UK and want to let
their friends and family know
where they are and are desperate to
know when they can come back to
the TRNC.

For those readers who would also
like to share their experiences
please email on the link shown
below and we will try to publish

them on our website and in our
weekly online e-newspaper. Let's
try to make the world happy again
by sharing good news.

Readers Mail....
From Carole and Richard
Gwinnett

"Hi Chris,

My husband's youngest brother
tragically passed away after a
short illness and obviously we
wanted to return for the funeral,
so we left on Tuesday March 10th
out of Larnaca.

Isolation Challenge for Denise and Janice stuck in the TRNC
We have another difficult case of
Denise Easterbrook and Janice
Cherry who are stuck in the TRNC
and want to let their friends and
family know where they are and
are desperate to know when they
can go back to the UK.

For those readers who would also
like to share their experiences
please email on the link shown
above and we will try to publish
them on our website and in our
weekly online e-newspaper. Let's
try to make the world happy again
by sharing good news.

Readers Mail....
From Denise Easterbrook and
Janice Cherry

"Hi Chris,

My friend Janice Cherry and I are
stuck in Northern Cyprus after we
came on holiday on the 5th March

from Plymouth in Devon where it
seems we have more rain than sun.
We had a fabulous week with
friends then on Friday 14th March
we told we need to self isolate,
which we did and just spent time
with our English friends during
evenings for a meal and playing
games but that has all stopped
from last night 23rd March.

We were due to leave on a BA
flight on the 25/3/2020 but that
flight was cancelled and my
husband has informed me the first
flight out with BA is 1st May. So
our lovely holiday in the sun was
turned upside down by the
Coronavirus situation and we are
staying in my holiday home in
Kucuk Erenkoy and are very lucky
to be able to stay safe and keep
away from possible infection.

We are both NHS workers and
desperate to get back to UK to

support our NHS staff. We are also
very lucky that people have been
very helpful on the island, making
sure we are OK.

In a situation like this, you just
have to make do and we hope we

Within 48 hours of arriving in the
UK, the sanctions began, and we
realised when Wizz Air cancelled
our return flights on Saturday
14th we were in a waiting
situation so here we are in the UK
and desperate to get back to our
home in Lapta...

Any information or help would be
gladly appreciated.

Thank you.

Carole and Richard."

https://cyprusscene.com/2020/03/16/what-do-we-do-with-ourselves-during-self-isolation-in-the-trnc/
Email : kyreniacommentator@cyprusscene.com

will be able to return to our friends
and family very soon.
Thank you for offering to share our
predicament

Denise and Janice"

https://cyprusscene.com/2020/03/16/what-do-we-do-with-ourselves-during-self-isolation-in-the-trnc/
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Swedish Tourist leaving the TRNC says thank you
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By Chris Elliott...

We have been translating from
Turkish and publishing many
TRNC government website posts
about the Coronavirus and other
issues to help English speaking
people both here in the TRNC and
abroad.

We published one article "Pilli:
“Basic needs of tourists in
quarantine hotels will be met”
about how the tourists held in the
Salamis Hotel in isolation would
be helped and treated.

We had a number of comments on
this article and other articles by a
number of tourists held there who at
first complained and then started
giving thanks for the help and
treatment they were receiving. It
was good to see that.

Today we received yet another
comment which like others we
translated and this one from a
Swedish Tourist was most heart
warming.

BREAKING NEWS...

From Grant Gibson...

Very sadly despite accepting our
money/booking Easyjet have this
morning cancelled our flight. The
TRNC authorities had helped us in
every way possible to get us home
and we now feel very let down by
Easyjet. We have appealed to the
British government for their
intervention both here in Nicosia
and in the UK

We will keep you advised of
developments.

**********

We were delighted to hear that
more holidaymakers who have
been quarantined at the Salamis
Hotel and are now released from
quarantine are waiting for their
repatriation flight home to the UK
and hope they will be able to come
back in better times.

Readers mail.....
From Grant Gibson.....

" Hello, we the British contingent
from the Salamis Bay quarantine
would like to echo our Swedish
fellow inmates appreciation of the
Turkish Authorities help and

Happy Brits flight to the UK has been Cancelled
support during this extremely
challenging time.

We (13 Brits) have been
transferred to the Altinkaya Hotel
in Kyrenia, where we are being
very well cared for, while we
await our repatriation flight on
the 30th /31st of March.

Grant and Linda Gibson"

Grant has sent us a picture of their
happy group saying:

" The stranded, ex quarantined,
now curfewed 13 Brits enjoying

From Birgitta Johansson

“ Tonight at 23.25pm 24th March
we Swedes at Salamis Hotel will
return to Sweden. I would like to

thank the relevant authorities and
hotels for all the help we received
during our quarantine.

Thousand thanks”

our first non-room delivered meal
in 15 days at the Altinkaya Hotel
Kyrenia. Thank you to everyone
who made this possible as under.

The staff at Salamis Bay Conti
Hotel, Famagusta

The staff at Altinkaya Hotel,
Kyrenia

The staff of Cyprus Paradise
particularly Samantha

The TRNC authorities "
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TRNC send home Germans and Swedes clear of Coronavirus
By Chris Elliott...

It was great to see on the
Facebook page of Tolga Atakan
the Minister of Public Works and
Transportation that they were
sending home tourists to their
countries to be with friends and
family during these very
dangerous times and this is what
Tolga Atakan had to say:

" Our guests from Germany and
Sweden, whose health checks
came clean after the Covid-19
quarantine process, are being sent
home today (24th March 2020) via
organised evacuation flights.

When this problematic period
ends, we hope to see you again in
better world conditions."

The TRNC is perhaps the safest
country in the world when it comes
to trying to control the threat of
Coronavirus infection and we
should all be grateful for that and
try to support the TRNC authorities
by abiding by the controls put in
place to safeguard us all.

We were delighted to hear that
more holidaymakers who have
been quarantined at the Salamis
Hotel and are now released from
quarantine are waiting for their
repatriation flight home to the UK
and hope they will be able to come
back in better times.

Readers mail.....
From Grant Gibson.....

" Hello, we the British contingent
from the Salamis Bay quarantine
would like to echo our Swedish
fellow inmates appreciation of the
Turkish Authorities help and

Happy Brits waiting for their repatriation flight to the UK
support during this extremely
challenging time.

We (13 Brits) have been
transferred to the Altinkaya Hotel
in Kyrenia, where we are being
very well cared for, while we await
our repatriation flight on the 30th
/31st of March.

Grant and Linda Gibson "

Grant has sent us a picture of their
happy group saying:

" The stranded, ex quarantined,

now curfewed 13 Brits enjoying
our first non-room delivered meal
in 15 days at the Altinkaya Hotel
Kyrenia.

Thank you to everyone who made
this possible as follows.

The staff at Salamis Bay Conti
Hotel, Famagusta
The staff at Altinkaya Hotel,
Kyrenia
The staff of Cyprus Paradise
particularly Samantha
The TRNC authorities "
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Stay Home, Stay safe and enjoy those hobbies
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By Ismail Veli.....

Being in self isolation need not be
boring and you just need to keep
yourself occupied and happy
during this very worrying period of
the Coronavirus Pandemic.

Our health and that of our loved
ones is of the utmost importance. I
pass endless hours with my
hobbies. I'm just building 165
fences from cocktail sticks,
matchsticks, balsa wood, gravel,
green moss and MDF for bases for
use in dioramas that I make in my
garage..

I simply cut the length at 6 inches,
make and drill the wood, place the
posts and glue into position. I then
cut hundreds of cocktail sticks to
size, glue each one and then paint
over. Some panels are of balsa
wood. I will never need that many
but it costs me practically nothing
but sure keeps me busy for about 3
weeks and then after that, I have
other plans..

So don't get bored, find a hobby
and enjoy your home and your
hobbies and keep safe xxx

By Margaret Sheard ....

We have had the pleasure of
meeting up with Ismail Veli on a
number of occasions when we have
made a visit to the UK and have a
lot of admiration for his dedication
in researching the families of
Lurucina, which was the village in
which he was born, researching
history and also his long time
hobby of creating dioramas.

Ismail created a website for his
Lurucina research and has received
a lot of information documents,
some of them from the Ottoman
period, which he has had
translated. See link below :

On one occasion when we met up
with Ismail at his home in London,
we were invited to enter his garage
which is totally filled with
dioramas, mainly of battle scenes
which contain hundreds of tiny
figures. What a sight to behold, we
could not believe the amount of
work Ismail had done over the
years to produce this wonderful
display. Of course not everyone
would have the patience to do such
intricate work, but during this
home isolation period, Ismail can
certainly keep himself occupied. I
am showing just a few examples of
the dioramas created in Ismail’s
garage.

Isolation Challenge is not a problem for Ismail Veli

http://www.familiesofluricina.moonfruit.com/
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continued .... Isolation Challenge - Ismail Veli
As well as Cyprus history research
Ismail also collects books,
magazines and postcards, and he
has a massive amount of these
publications from which he has
been able to gain much information
for the many interesting articles he
has written in the past. Many of
the photographs and postcards
have been shared by Ismail on the
Frozen Cypriots Facebook page.
See link shown below :

During this unfortunate
Coronavirus pandemic from which
the world is suffering at the
moment, it is important to try and
keep busy while in home isolation,
perhaps catching up on decorating,
sorting out cupboards, maybe a
jigsaw and for families a board
game, reading a good book (maybe
re-reading something on the
bookshelf). Everyone is different

and probably dealing with this
isolation time in many different
ways.

It is so important to comply with
the measures and rules which have
been implemented by the
Governments in most countries.
They have been put in place to stop
the spread of this dreadful virus,
which at the time of writing has
reached over 23,700 deaths
worldwide. Everyone must help
to try and halt this pandemic once
and for all.

For those who would like to share
their isolation experience and
hobbies, which could in turn help
others, please send information to
us using the link shown below and
we will endeavour to share this
with all our readers.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/frozencyprus/epa=SEARCH_BOX
CyprusScene Email - kyreniacommentator@cyprusscene.com

above : Battle of Cannae 216bc Numidian cavalry in front facing
Roman allies in chequer board formation.
below : Battle of Cannae 216bc the Roman legionaries in classic
chequer board formation

above and below : A western town / right : Wagon Train

https://www.facebook.com/groups/frozencyprus/epa=SEARCH_BOX
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Tulips online fundraiser
Readers Mail ....
From Sue Tilt, Tulips ....

Tulips is running an online
fundraiser however if people
cannot pay online via a credit card
then we are asking that they make
a pledge and once the restrictions
are lifted we can arrange
collection.

As you can quite well imagine,
Tulips is struggling for cash, with
all of our fundraising activities put
on hold we still have to help cancer
patients pay for their treatment.

See poster for full information.

If you have any queries then please
do not hesitate to contact me.

Regards

Sue Tilt
0542 854 8714
Tulips/ Help Those With Cancer
Association
(Aid Association for Cancer
Patients)

Readers Mail....
From Behiye Müftüzade ....

Dear Margaret,

I shall be much obliged if you
could please publish the following

statement in your esteemed
Cyprusscene Internet website and
online enewspaper.

All the best,
Behiye Müftüzade
President 2019-20

Rotary Club of Kyrenia Cosmopolitan thank Merit Group
The Merit Group of Companies is
the main sponsor of the Rotary
Club of Kyrenia Cosmopolitan and
have supported all of our projects.

Room Project at Yeşilyurt
Disabled School - fully equipped
room for either lessons or playing
indoors. The garden of the School
was redesigned and cleared.

The ongoing Project at 18+School
at Karakum and Tree Planting
Project at Alsancak National Park
are a few examples of the support
we have received for the
community projects from the
Merit Group.

Our Club, registered at Rotary
International, holds its meetings at
Merit Park Hotel, where we have
enjoyed the benefit of a meeting
room and the hospitality provided
to our Club.

It is clear that the Merit Group
deserves the highest praise for
helping our community through
the projects of our Club amongst
other contributions.
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Isolation Challenge for Keith Davies stuck in the TRNC
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In response to the article we
published with entertainer Andy
Reay (see link below) on the
subject of what do you do during
Self Isolation, we have started to
receive messages from many
happy people as you will see.

We have another difficult case of
Keith Davies who is stuck in the
TRNC and wants his friends and
family to know where he is and
is desperate to know when he can
go back to the UK.

For those readers who would also
like to share their experiences
please email on the link shown
below and we will try to publish
them on our website and in our
weekly online e-newspaper. Let's
try to make the world happy
again by sharing good news.

For those people who are wanting
to return from the UK to the TRNC
or go from the TRNC to the UK
please go to Facebook page "TRNC
Residents trying to get home" see
link below, and register your details
as directed.

Readers Mail....
From Keith Davies

Hi Chris
I came out on my own to Northern
Cyprus to check our apartment and
car at Chelsey Village, Arapkoy on
the 8th March on a flight from
Bristol to Larnaca and was due to
go back on 18th March. I am from
South Wales and aged 63 years.

After a couple of days here the first
case of the virus in Famagusta was
made known and was published on

the internet and all tourists
recommended to stay at home for
14 days.

I decided to change my flight home
to Sunday 15th March but on
Saturday before my flight, my taxi
firm phoned me to tell me that they
could only take me as far as the
border because one of their taxi
drivers was told to Quarantine for
14 days after coming back from the
south.

They also said that the taxi drivers
in the south were not taking
passengers from the north so I will
be stuck. I decided to book a flight
back from Larnaca on 22nd March
with Easyjet and would be able to
quarantine myself for the full 14
days, and would not cause a
problem at the border

Then that flight was cancelled so
then I booked a flight with Turkish
Airlines for the 22nd March from
Ercan via Istanbul to Heathrow
London, but this was then also
cancelled.

In the meantime, on 16th March I
felt unwell and I thought I had a
high temperature so I got in touch
with the HELP LINE number. They
sent out an ambulance and I was
taken to Famagusta hospital for the
virus test, given a blood test and
samples were taken from my nose.
The next day good news came that I
was OK. I was then taken to the
main Hospital, was isolated and my
temperature and vitals were
checked for another 24 hours and I
was then passed OK and sent home
and carry on with 14 days self-
isolation and I am looking to going
home to be with my wife and 23
year old daughter who must be very
worried about me and the situation
in the UK.

I must thank all the staff at the
hospital for all of their help and
compassion and here we are on
lockdown but I think the TRNC
government are doing the right
thing.

Regards
Keith Davies

Andy Reay article - https://cyprusscene.com/2020/03/16/what-do-we-do-with-ourselves-during-self-isolation-in-the-trnc/
CyprusScene Email : kyreniacommentator@cyprusscene.com
TRNC residents trying to get home - https://www.facebook.com/groups/855953861515372/

https://cyprusscene.com/2020/03/16/what-do-we-do-with-ourselves-during-self-isolation-in-the-trnc/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/855953861515372/
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Isolation Challenge for Steve and Rowena stranded in Turkey
In response to the article we
published with entertainer Andy
Reay (see link below) on the
subject of what do you do during
Self Isolation, we have started to
receive messages from many
happy people as you will see.

We have another difficult case of
Steve and Rowena Skinner who are
stuck in Turkey and want their
friends and family to know where
they are and are desperate to know
when they can come back to the
TRNC.

For those readers who would also
like to share their experiences
please email on the link shown
below and we will try to publish
them on our website and in our
weekly online e-newspaper. Let's
try to make the world happy again
by sharing good news.

For those people who are wanting
to return from the UK to the TRNC
or go from the TRNC to the UK
please go to Facebook page
"TRNC Residents trying to get
home" use link below and register
your details as directed.

Readers Mail....
From Steve and Rowena Skinner

Hi Margaret & Chris,

Our dear friend Olwyn Patterson
has urged us to tell you of our
plight, even if our story is aired to
you we may feel a little better.

Rowena, my wife lost her dear
mother recently so we had to travel
back to the UK to finalise various
issues, we haven’t had a holiday for
four years so we planned to drive
across Europe bringing with us lots
of memorabilia from the family
home.

Our journey started before the
Italian problem flared up, we got to
the South of France staying with a
cousin when we learned that Turkey
would not let people in who had
been to Italy, we headed for
Switzerland, Austria and all the
Balkan States down to Greece
expecting a sea of problems when
we crossed into Turkey, this was
not so.

Onwards down to Antalya keeping
a very close eye on the escalating

situation, we decided to take a
couple of days off, exhausted, and
then down to Tasucu to catch the
ferry to Girne, we had all the
TRNC government information and
were, as we understood, allowed
back into North Cyprus, we got our
tickets to get on the ferry and at the
very last minute we were refused
by the TRNC police; we knew we
were within the allotted time for
entry.

Now we are stuck in Tasucu, we
have visited the TRNC consulate in
Mersin, they were understanding
and returned gracious emails.
Rowena’s residency ran out on the
24th March, we could not start her
renewal process before we went to
the UK, rule restrictions, we have
started the renewal process online
but, for obvious reasons, cannot
complete the application.

Rowena is very anxious and very
much wants to get home, Harriette
and the two grandchildren are very
much in the forefront of her mind.
North Cyprus has been our home
for ten years, the first five running
Café Boss in which we greatly
appreciated your custom.

We have been told that we will not
be allowed back home until the 1st
of April, I now think that could be
later. One of the big concerns we
have is would our application to
enter on the 15th of March have
been logged and recorded thereby
ensuring that when we are allowed
back into the TRNC Rowena’s
residency will be still valid.

So sorry for such a long saga, just
talking helps.

Best of luck
Steve

Andy Reay article - https://cyprusscene.com/2020/03/16/what-do-we-do-with-ourselves-during-self-isolation-in-the-trnc/
CyprusScene Email : kyreniacommentator@cyprusscene.com
TRNC residents trying to get home - https://www.facebook.com/groups/855953861515372/

Cafe Boss, Girne

We were so sorry to hear of the
predicament of Steve and Rowena
Skinner, who are trying to return
to their home in the TRNC. This
prompted a blast from the past
when we visited Cafe Boss
whenever in the area and needing
food.

Rowena is a superb cook and we
really enjoyed the range of snacks

she tempted us with. Not just a
sandwich - almost a meal in itself
with so many choices available.

We were so sorry when Cafe Boss
closed and when in the area and
having those hunger pangs we
often say we wish Cafe Boss was
still there.

In the meantime, we hope Steve
and Rowena will soon be able to
return to the TRNC.

https://cyprusscene.com/2020/03/16/what-do-we-do-with-ourselves-during-self-isolation-in-the-trnc/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/855953861515372/
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Easyjet sending 2 Rescue Flights for stranded North Cyprus Brits

Page 26 LOCAL NEWS

By Chris Elliott ....

Over the past two weeks, we have
been receiving many pleas for help
from readers who are either stuck
in the TRNC or wanting to come
back to TRNC from the UK and
other countries.

Today we received great news
from the group of tourists who had
first been quarantined and after
being given a clean bill of health
by the TRNC authorities they were
then placed under curfew in
another hotel until return flights
could be arranged to the UK..

Readers mail....

From Grant Gibson,

" Hello Chris,

Well things have certainly moved
rapidly since our last exchange.

We managed to get the personal
email address of the Easy jet CEO
(don't ask how!), and fed to him all
the media exchanges (press
commission/MP's/BBC/you
guys/etc).

Within an hour we had a response,
and what a response!

They, Easyjet, are putting on 2
Repatriation Flights from Paphos
on Sunday 29th, and they have
booked all of our group onto the
first departing one.

We are ecstatic!

Many thanks Chris to you and
CyprusScene, we really felt that
we had genuine local interest and
support in our plight.

Our other stalwart through all this
has been Samantha Blair of
Cyprus Paradise, our travel
company, she has been there for
us day and night during these last
weeks of incarceration.

A big thank you from the
Quarantined British 16!

Kind regards

Grant "

This is great news and further
news of these departing flights
was published by Peter Wilkins
the Chairman of the British
Residents' Society for those
wishing to book an outbound
flight from Paphos to Gatwick this
Sunday 29th March :

This has just been released from
Cyprus Paradise.

To ANY BRITISH PASSPORT
HOLDER currently in CYPRUS
and wanting to return to UK. After
MUCH work and with great thanks
to Robert Carey CEO EASYJET
they have organised 2 rescue flights
from PAPHOS TO GATWICK on
SUNDAY 29TH MARCH. EZY
9740 @ 14:35 & EZY 9742 @
19:25.

You need to email
Customer.Service@easyJet.com
immediately for availability and
price. Priority will be given to
tourists. WHEN YOU HAVE
BOOKED YOUR FLIGHT You
will then need to provide the
following details to me by 5pm
TODAY
samantha@cypruspremier.com

Passport number
PNR
FULL name
Flight number
Contact details

I will then add you to the list for
the BHC & TRNC gov to ensure
authorisation to pass at Pile border.
We will then organise for you to
join CYPRUS PARADISE
transfers to border .. walk over and
transfer Greek side to PFO. "

What splendid news which is as a
result of lobbying and support by
local groups and others and we at
CyprusScene are proud to have
played our part in helping these
tourists and others who are trying
to get back to the UK.

At this present time it is not
possible for non-citizens from the
UK to enter the TRNC because of
the strict Coronavirus controls and
we urge these people and those
who do not manage to book flights
this Sunday to register their details
with Catherine Hayes of the
Facebook page " TRNC Residents
trying to get home" and these
details will be made available to
the appropriate authorities when
ex-pats are allowed to enter the
TRNC again.

So what a week it has been with a
happy ending in sight for some
and for those who would like to
read news from our FREE online
e-newspaper you can choose to
read or download issues including
issue 120 which will be published
this evening Friday 27th March.

https://cyprusscene.com/e-news-downloads/

https://cyprusscene.com/e-news-downloads/
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Girne Municipality monitoring market Cononavirus controls

With regard to the measures
implemented by the Council of
Ministers in the fight against
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Girne
Municipality have tightened
market inspections in Girne.

In the statement made by the
Municipality, the Health
Department and the police units,
which have started to carry out
continuous checks to monitor
whether the markets fulfill the
precautionary practices, are
keeping a record of the businesses
that do not comply with the rules.

The authorities noted that
necessary precautions should be
taken to protect social distancing
and personal hand hygiene when it
is necessary to go out into the
streets in these critical days, Girne
Municipality Administration
emphasised that they care about
this issue in terms of public health
and the community should not go
out unless absolutely necessary.

Making a statement on the subject,
Mayor of Girne Nidai Güngördü
said: “We have made written
notices to all businesses regarding
the rules to be followed against the
Coronavirus (COVID-19) in the
market businesses that are
essential, being the points where
the basic nutritional needs of our
city people are met.

We will be monitoring these rules
with precision.

We also evaluate the incoming
reports of our sensitive citizens.
However, one should be aware
that the notification of the citizen
or the control of the Municipality
will not be sufficient.

If the person shopping for food
unwittingly carries the virus to his

home; the whole society will
suffer. We all have to be very,
very careful. At this point, our
markets have a serious role, please
follow the rules. Our citizens
should also listen to the experts
suggestions with care; "Keep your
social distances, attach great
importance to your personal
hygiene measures."

In accordance with the measures
taken across the country to prevent
the Coronavirus (COVID-19)
pandemic, Girne Municipality
Health Department stated the rules
for market enterprises are as
follows;

The number of people entering the
market should be kept under
control; The necessary guidance
should be provided to avoid
excessive numbers of people at
any one time.

In the market; Necessary warnings
should be made so that people do
not come within two meters of
others, which is the social
restriction distance between
individuals.

Hygienic mats and hand
disinfectant unit should be placed
at market entrances.

Each grocery business should
create its own team to take basic
hygiene measures within the
business.

Handles of shopping carts and / or
shopping baskets should be
disinfected regularly and
continuously.

The staff working at the cash desk;
must wear gloves and masks and

ensure hand hygiene practice.
Disinfection applications are
instant. In places where the flow
of people is continuous, this
application; (especially at points
such as the cash checkout,
shopping carts, toilets, door
handles etc. where citizens would
have contact with hands) should
be maintained at regular intervals.

In-market ventilation should be
provided continuously.

Source (Turkish) –
Girne Municipality.
Posted 27th March 2020

Coronavirus (COVID-19) Control
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Girne Municipality continues health protection work
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Girne Municipality health teams
continue their services in respect of
issues related to public health
within the framework of prevention
of the Coronavirus pandemic.

In the information from Girne
Municipality; The mosquito
problem, which affects daily life
and has a vital importance in terms
of public health, has also been
continued in this process;
Screening, control and larvacide
applications have been carried out
without interruption within the
framework of the program which
has been implemented for many
years.

Girne Municipality Health Branch
Supervisor Naile Soyel made a
statement and said;

“Our struggle regarding the
mosquitoes, which are the carrier
of the most important risks of many
dangerous diseases transmitted to

humans, namely “vector”, is used
throughout the 12 months of the
year which is harmless to the
environment and all other living
things, it is effective only on
mosquito larvae.

It is made using a bacteria
impregnated with corncob. In the
application where we prefer eco-
friendly, chemical-free ecological
products, we attach importance not
only to human and community
health, but also to a healthy nature
and environmental protection.”

Mayor of Girne Nidai Güngördü
stated :

“The health of our people is most
important. Since we are aware of
the health problems that
mosquitoes can cause, we place a
special emphasis on larvacide
applications.

It is our duty to protect the nature

and environment in which we live.
That is why we adopt
environmentally friendly action.

Since the cooperation of the whole
country with effective and correct
methods is also important in vector
action, it is of great importance
that this action is carried out in a
way to cover all Municipality
borders across the TRNC.

At this critical time, the essential
activities of our Municipality will
continue. We work with all our
strength to ensure the protection of
our public health. Our only request
from our people is to stay at home
and stay safe. "

Source (Turkish):
Girne Municipality
26 March 2020
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Kyrenia Weather (from 21st March 2020)
10-day Forecast

POLICE
Emergencies 155
General 228 3411
Girne 815 2125
Lefkosa 228 3311
Gazi Mağusa 366 5310
Guzelyurt 714 2140
Lapta 821 8512

FIRE
Emergencies 199
Forest Fire 177
Girne 815 2111
Lefkosa 227 1259
Gazi Mağusa 366 5389
Guzelyurt 714 2200

AMBULANCE
Emergencies 112

Page 29

HOSPITAL
Girne 8152266/815 2254
Lefkoşa 228 5441;
Gazi Mağusa 3662876/3665328
Güzelyurt 714 2125

ELECTRICITY
Electrical faults 188
Lefkoşa 225 3436
Girne 815 2223
Gazi Mağusa 366 5514
Güzelyurt 714 2122

WATER
Water problems:
Lefkoşa 228 3315
Girne 815 2118
Gazi Mağusa 366 4483
Güzelyurt 714 3516

Emergency Telephone Numbers
mobile numbers are prefixed 0533 or 0542 or 0548

landline numbers are prefixed 0392

15 Sporting TRIVIA Questions and a STINKER Question
By Richard Beale......
This weeks SPORTING QUIZ plus the STINKER QUESTION are here and the answers will appear in the CyprusScene Enewspaper, on
page 31 and the answer to the "Stinker" question will appear in next week's edition.

.Q 1: This week the 2020 Olympic games were called off due to the
corona virus which country were hosting the games ?.
Q 2: When the English Premier League was suspended who
currently was the leading goal scorer ?
Q 3:Who won the 2019 BBC Sports Personality of the year ?
Q 4: Maria Sharapova retired in February from tennis, age 32.
Which Grand Slams did she not win ? . French Open, Wimbledon,
US Open, Australia Open or she won all of them ?
Q 5: Birmingham are hosting the 2022 Commonwealth Games.
Where are the Archery and Shooting competitions being held ?.
Derby, India, Aldershot or Stourbridge ?
Q 6: Who is Coach of the English Premier League team Sheffield
United ?
Q 7: What number is at 9 o clock position on a dart board ?
Q 8: Which sport is named after the country seat of the Duke of
Beaufort.?
Q 9: Which English League Rugby team is nicknamed "The
Warriors" ?
Q10: Season 2019-20 which stadium are Coventry City playing their
home matches at ?

Q11: In which town on the River Thames is a Royal Regatta held every
summer, but not this year ?
Q12 : Who won the 2020 Cheltenham Gold Cup ?
Q13: Which Football club were known as the "Biscuit men" up to the
1980s?.
Q14: Complete the name of this English Rugby Union Premiership
team - Exeter ...... ?
Q15: Which English football manager got the sack from the English
FA and became manager of Southampton ?. Terry Venables, Steve
McClaren, Glen Hoddle or Kevin Keagan ?

THE STINKER QUESTION? - Answer in next weeks edition
Q: This season 2019-20 who is the currently oldest English
Premiership player still playing ?

LAST WEEKS Question and Answer
Q:Who is currently the longest serving football manager in the English
Football League ?
A: GARETH AINSWORTH (Wycombe Wanderers FC) appointed
November 2012.
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North Cyprus Events Calendar
Due to the close-down of restaurants, bars, public gatherings etc. current events have

been cancelled but we are showing some events for hopefully later in the year.

27th March to 2nd April 2020

5th May – Tuesday - Anglo-Turkish Association
(ATA) Bird Watching. Contact
atamail13@gmail.com.

8th May – Friday - RBL will be holding a VE
Day Party at The Wild Duck, Lapta. For more
information call Jill on 0548 827 3910.

19th May – Tuesday - Anglo-Turkish
Association (ATA) Talk about the Cyprus
Railways. Contact atamail13@gmail.com.

22nd May – Friday - RBL will be holding their
Spring Gala 2020 – Ultimate Elton at Merit
Crystal Cove, Alsancak. 3-course meal including
unlimited local beverages. £50 members / £55
non-members. To reserve tickets call Jill on
0548 827 3910.

30th May – Saturday - British Residents’
Society Blood Donor Day. Give blood and help
save a life at Dr Akcicek State Hospital, Girne.

30th May – Saturday - The Abnormals present
Brexit-Vision Song Contest 2020 at 8pm –
Charlie’s Bar, Kucuk Erenkoy. In aid of Tulips.
15TL and 5TL for under 16’s. Open menu
available. To book call 0533 825 4172 or 0533
870 5977.

13th June – Saturday - Black Olive Cafe,
Alsancak – Glastonvicki. More information to
follow.

17th June – Wednesday - Colony Garden, Girne
– Harry Cambridge direct from the sell-out
Luther van Dross show, plus support. More
information to follow.

19th June – Friday - RBL will be holding a
Royal Ascot Alternative Races event. Venue to
be confirmed.

29th June – Monday - RBL will be celebrating
Armed Forces Day. More information to follow.

5th May – Tuesday - Anglo-Turkish Association
(ATA) Bird Watching. Contact
atamail13@gmail.com.

8th May – Friday - RBL will be holding a VE
Day Party at The Wild Duck, Lapta. For more
information call Jill on 0548 827 3910.

19th May – Tuesday - Anglo-Turkish
Association (ATA) Talk about the Cyprus
Railways. Contact atamail13@gmail.com.

22nd May – Friday - RBL will be holding their
Spring Gala 2020 – Ultimate Elton at Merit
Crystal Cove, Alsancak. 3-course meal including
unlimited local beverages. £50 members / £55
non-members. To reserve tickets call Jill on 0548
827 3910.

30th May – Saturday - British Residents’
Society Blood Donor Day. Give blood and help
save a life at Dr Akcicek State Hospital, Girne.

30th May – Saturday - The Abnormals present
Brexit-Vision Song Contest 2020 at 8pm –
Charlie’s Bar, Kucuk Erenkoy. In aid of Tulips.
15TL and 5TL for under 16’s. Open menu
available. To book call 0533 825 4172 or 0533
870 5977.

13th June – Saturday - Black Olive Cafe,
Alsancak – Glastonvicki. More information to
follow.

17th June – Wednesday - Colony Garden,
Girne – Harry Cambridge direct from the sell-out
Luther van Dross show, plus support. More
information to follow.

19th June – Friday - RBL will be holding a
Royal Ascot Alternative Races event. Venue to
be confirmed.

29th June – Monday - RBL will be celebrating
Armed Forces Day. More information to follow.

10th July – Friday - Tulips and The Black Olive
present the Rocky Horror Picture Show. Prizes
for best dressed table and best Time Warp
Dance. Fancy dress recommended but not
obligatory. To book call Vicki on 0533 835
5133. More details to follow.

12th September – Saturday - British Residents’
Society Blood Donor Day. Give blood and help
save a life at Dr Akcicek State Hospital, Girne.

19th September – Saturday - Girne
Amphitheatre – Abba Platinum – live ABBA
tribute show. Leading celebration of the
legendary ABBA. More information to follow.

25th to 27th September - The Soulist Coffee &
Music House, Alsancak, will be presenting the
3rd “Friends Across Borders (FAB)” Music
Festival. More information to follow.
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Football in the TRNC - No sign of a recommencement

Sport Quiz Answers

1/ Japan
2/ Jamie Vardy (Leicester City) 19 goals.
3/ Ben Stokes.
4/ She won all of them
5/ India (Chandigarth, 6 months before the games start)!
6/ Chris Wilder
7/ 11
8/ Badminton

9/Wigan
10/ Birmingham's St Andrews Trillion Trophy Stadium
11/ Henley-On-Thames
12/ Al Boum Post (second year running)
13/ Reading
14/ Exeter Chiefs
15/ Glenn Hoddle

Questions on page 29

By Richard Beale ..

Like many football Leagues
throughout the world, it is unsure
whether the season will
recommence or simply finish due to
the Coronavirus outbreak

Here in the TRNC the Turkish
Cypriot Football Federation
President Hasan Sertoğlu was
hoping for a recommencement of
the season on April 5/6th.

However because of the new
Government "curfew" restrictions
introduced last Sunday 22nd March,
of course this will now not happen.

Before the curfew players could
train but not in large groups, I can
only speak for my local team
Esentepe, that most afternoons
small groups of players were at the
Stadium practising, exercising,
running, etc.

Since the curfew training is not
possible and must now be done at
home.

At present because of the virus

nobody is sure if or when the
season will start again.

There are 7/8 matches left to play in
the K-Pet Leagues with " Play Offs
and Play Outs" to be decided as
well.

As players are not training they will
require at least 2 weeks preparation
time for them to regain their fitness
levels and to avoid any possible
injuries.

The danger in Cyprus is the hot
temperatures around mid June,
good for slowing or killing off the
virus but not good to be playing
football.

The majority of Coaches and
players want to complete the season
and this could be achieved by
playing 2 matches a week an idea
put forward by the Coaches
Association President Süleyman
Göktaş.

He added " if the League restarts,
teams can complete the 8 match

week period in 4 weeks to play 2
matches per week, noting that the
'best training' is a football match".
Maybe if the curfew restrictions
are lifted on April 6, the season can
start again weekend April 25/26
and be done and dusted by the end
of May.

This is pure speculation of course
and we hope that the strict
Government controls eradicates the
virus.

Liverpool's Bill Shankly once
said "football is more important
than life and death". Not
controlling this Coronavirus is
the difference between "life and
death".

The health of our loved ones,
family and friends is of the utmost
importance.

STAY INDOORS, STAY SAFE !

Coaches Association President Süleyman Göktaş






